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The Evening Sky Map (http://www.skymaps.com/
skymaps/tesmn2105.pdf) has ideas of what to get 
kids looking for as far as stellar objects. There are 
some that are visible to the naked eye, some that 
need binoculars, and some that need a telescope. 

 
On May 16, the Moon is supposed to be near Mars - in 
the evening. You may be able to see it with the naked 
eye if they sky is clear...or break out your binoculars! 
 
Native American stories often include the elements of 
the night. Here's a story about the moon from the 
Snoqualmie Tribe: https://www.snoqualmietribe.us/
moon. There is this story attributed to the Yakama  
connected (found here): 
Elk Skin : Yakama Tribe 
A Hunter killed a great elk and stretched the skin to dry 

by driving wooden stakes through it. Afterwards he 

threw the skin into the sky (Cassiopeia) where the light 

above shines through the stake holes forming stars. 

How about a nighttime sound map? Go outside at 
night, sit and listen. Take a piece of paper or a  
recorder. Record the sounds you hear as different 
squiggles or sketches on the paper.  
 
There is also this cool project (https://

timberfestival.org.uk/soundsoftheforest-
soundmap/) where people are collecting about a 
minute of sound and uploading to a map.  

 

What else can you  

observe in the nighttime in your  

neighborhood? Try to find:  

• Bats 

• Racoons 

• Spring frogs 

Your challenge, should you 

choose to accept it is to:  

 

Find Mars 

&  

track the 
Moon 

phases for 
the week 

 

Here is a moon phase  

tracking sheet to print and 

use for the week. 

Where do you find the most up 

to date and local information? 

Right here!  

The Ellensburg Sky  
 

 

Your own backyard! 

 

Lion Rock 

 

Manastash Ridge 

Megan Rivard 

 

 

Sunday May 16 

1pm-3pm @  

Yakima Canyon  

Interpretive  

Center 

 

Please  

pre-register for  

in-person  

check-in here. 

 

 

Don’t forget to track 

your  

observations with 

iNaturalist under our 

project. 

 

 

 

 

Click on the image to 

join the project.  

Megan Rivard — is a local environmental educator who works with KEEN and works for the Pacific Education Institute 

(PEI). She is incredibly creative and curious and loves to share her knowledge with everyone she meets! 

Astronomy can be daunting for beginners — after all there’s a whole universe out there! But stargazing basics don’t have to be 
hard. Sky & Telescope editors (with more than 100 years of collective experience) can help you learn your way around the night 
sky. The best way to start exploring the night sky is with the unaided eye. Our star wheels are easy to use, and in no time you’ll 
learn the constellations and names of the stars. Get to Know Your Night Sky Stargazing Projects for the Family. Stargazing Basics 
– in Spanish 
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